
Because SQL is the lingua-franca of data scienti sts, data analysts, and business intelligence users, more and more data teams are 
looking for integrated ANSI SQL query processing in their real-ti me data pipelines. The development of Aerospike SQL Powered by 
Starburst provides a ti ghtly integrated SQL processing engine powered by Starburst Enterprise, the enterprise-grade implementati on 
of the open source Trino project (formerly PrestoSQL). The combinati on of the Aerospike Real-ti me Data Platf orm and the Starburst 
SQL engine off ers a rapid and cost eff ecti ve way for SQL developers to generate valuable insights in your dashboards, ad-hoc queries, 
or Python applicati ons. 

Delivering massively parallel SQL analytics on petabytes of data

Aerospike® SQL Powered  by Starburst
PRODUCT BRIEF

Key Features
Aerospike SQL is a complete gigabyte-to-petabyte scale SQL soluti on for real-ti me enterprise analyti cs and data applicati ons:

• Run ANSI SQL queries to perform in-place, on-demand 
analy  cs on massive amounts of data.

• No-code integra  on of Starburst Enterprise and the 
Aerospike Database with enterprise grade support.

• Federate queries across mul  ple Aerospike clusters.

• Integrate Aerospike into an ecosystem of mul  ple data-
storage technologies.

• Query Aerospike by using familiar BI tools, such as 
Tableau, Qlik and Looker.

• Accelerate queries by using Aerospike’s massive 
parallelism, predicate pushdown, and secondary indexes.

• Leverage the Trino Cost-Based Op  miza  on via row 
count for query op  miza  on.

• Query records with diff erent schemas within the same 
set in Aerospike.

• Enterprise grade security:

- TLS to secure connec  on between Trino and the 
Aerospike clusters.

- LDAP for authen  ca  ng Trino users with the 
Aerospike database.

- PKI support for passwordless authen  ca  on over 
TLS.

- Avoid excessive usage via server quotas.

• Deploy in the cloud (AWS and GCP) or on premises.

• Best in class support from Starburst and Aerospike

Figure 1:  High speed SQL access to Aerospike real-ti me data

Aerospike SQL’s no-code integrati on of Starburst Enterprise with Aerospike Real-ti me Data Platf orm drasti cally reduces the ti me and 
expense of running SQL analyti cs at gigabyte-to-petabyte scale. Aerospike SQL comes with best in class support from both Aerospike 
and Starburst, so that you can focus on generati ng valuable insights at scale from the data stored in Aerospike using ANSI SQL to drive 
your criti cal business decisions.



The Aerospike Real-ti me Data Platf orm enables organizati ons to act instantly on billions of transacti ons while 
dramati cally reducing server footprint. The Aerospike platf orm powers real-ti me applicati ons with predictable 
performance up to petabyte scale. Aerospike customers can instantly fi ght fraud, dramati cally increase shopping cart 
size, deploy global digital payment networks, and deliver instant, one-to-one personalizati on for millions of customers. 
Customers include Airtel, Experian, European Central Bank, Nielsen, PayPal, Snap, Wayfair and Yahoo. The company is 
headquartered in Mountain View, Calif., with additi onal locati ons in London; Bengaluru, India; and Tel Aviv, Israel. 
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Figure 2:  Aerospike SQL process fl ow

How Aerospike SQL Powered by Starburst works
This is the process fl ow that describes the Aerospike/Starburst integrati on

Use Cases
Aerospike SQL is a complete gigabyte-to-petabyte scale SQL soluti on for real-ti me enterprise analyti cs and data applicati ons.:

• Run complex queries programma  cally using Python 
and Jupyter notebook.

• Data Engineers and Data Scienti sts can perform explor-
atory data analysis (EDA) to identi fy features, patt erns, 
anomalies in the data.

• Develop complex data models using Aerospike Collec-
ti on data types (CDT) i.e. maps and lists and query them 
performantly using Trino JSON Functi ons.

Data Analysts
• Run ad-hoc queries. For example, “Count the number of users 

that have clicked the new banner ad”,  “What are some catego-
ries of ads they’ve seen?”, etc.

• Run BI dashboards and applica  ons on massive datasets with 
standard enterprise BI front end platf orms (Tableau, Looker, 
Qlik, etc.)

Compliance Teams

• Use SQL queries for audit and compliance applicati ons

Data Engineers and Data Scienti sts


